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Committee releases
senate budget draft

FREAK

Freaks abounded as UMO ceitrinwsed Greek and Frani
weekend last Saturdav and Sunday. and Mart Hopkins.
nus.ds. was one of
Ahown here in one of his more
the (,reek., an,1 the freaks see stones
them for
and ph“t,,s ,,ry page fit t•

by Dennis Bailey
The 1975-'6 UMO Student Government
preliminary budget. released b!, the
Finance Committee last night allocates
$120601.17 to the various boards and
committees with the greatest amount
going to the Memorial Union Activities
Board. MUAB has been allocated $36,000
to save its programs next year.
The new budget is essential's the same
as last year's except for the addition of
MUAB. The Concert Committee received
a $2000 increase over last year's $6,000
budget. The funding for the Distinguished
Lecture Series remained the same.
$13500. even though the group requested
$14500. The Ram's Horn Coffee House
received a $600 increase for the
installation of sound equipment. The
Off-Campus Board has been allocated
$4,800. which is a $2,625 increase. Most
of the increase goes to the establishment
of an Orono-Old Town tenant's union.
"The hardest problem with the
budget " said Senate Treasurer Richard
Feldman, "was the time limit we had to
put it together in. We spent about two
weeks working on it. Some of the boards
had to be given a week extension for
submitting their requests because of
certain problems with the budget.••
The expected revenue for the senate
16,600 students
$20 per stiident) is

$132,000. With the board and committee
requests totaling $120.601 the surplus
fund for general allocations for next year
is $11398.83. an increase of $2,000 (ever
last year's surplus. The Oral budget is
$48,981.82 larger than last year's
operating budget.
The General Student Senate will review
the budget at tonight's regular meeting,
where it has the option of passing the
budget as is or sending it back to the
finance committee with a recommendation
to change it.
"I don't see any problems with passing
the budget." said Senate Parliamentarian
Carl Pease. "Last year the only problem
was with the Fraternity Board but I doubt
it will be a problem this year.
The Fraternity Board has been allocated
$2,900. exactly what the board requested.
This is an increase of S535 over last year's
figure.
At the budget hearing Monday night no
one spoke in opposition to any part of the
budget. "Part of the reason for
non-attendance was lack of adequat.
publicity and general apathy on the part I
students." Pease said.
Any group wishing to voice opposition
or support for any part of the budget.
Pease said, is encouraged to come to
tonight's senate meeting in 153 Barrows
Hall.

Bill would ban non-returnable containers

Returnables: discarding the throw-away ethic?
by Mari Stadler
An act to require returnable beserage containers in
Maine is current's the center of great controversy
throughout the state. The sponsor of the bill. John
McKernan (R-Bangor) contends "requiring beverage
containers to be refundable will reduce their cost to the
consumer, reduce their incidence as litter, provide an
incentive for picking them up, create jobs for Maine's
people. reduce throw-away packaging which is a large
part of Maine's domestic solid waste, and reduce the
cost of state and local waste managment."
The Returnable Container Act LD 913. would
eliminate Maine's usc of non-returnable beverage
containers, and require that every returnable
non-certified beverage container sold in the state to
have a deposit of not less than 5 cents, and every
certified beverage container will have a deposit of not
less than 3 cents.
A certified beverage container is one that can be used
by more than one beverage manufacturer. A container
which has a destinctive shape. or words or symbols
permanently inscribed, which is thus suitable for use by
only a particular beverage manufacturer. would not be
certified
The act would outlaw the sale of any metal beverage
container designed in such a way that any part of the
container is detachable for the purpose of opening the
container (such as flip-top cans) without using an
opening utensil.
The bill permits the establishments of local
redemption centers were people ..an return containers
for their deposit. These centers would post a list of the
beverage dealers served, and the kinds, sizes, and
brands of empty containers accepted for deposit.
Redemption centers are not, however, required by the

bill. If a redemption center is not established,
consumers simply return the containers to a grocery
store. The bill provides that no berverage dealer,
distributor, or redemption center may refuse to accept.
or repay a deposit to a consumer for "any empty,
unbroken. and reasonably clean beserage container of
the kind, size, and brand" which they sell.
Maine Citizens for Returnable Containers IM RC)
contends that returnable% would save Maine citizens
money. In a
30 large and small grocery
study
stores throughout the state the MSRC reports. "While
the price of returnable and non-returnables saried
significantly. we were able to establish conclusive cost
sayings to consumers using returnable bottles. For
example. the most popular soft drink in Maine.Coca

Cola, is 15 per cent cheaper in returnable containers."
"One non -returnable container costs about 7 cents
and is used once. The consumer pays for the entire
costs of the packaging in the cost of the beverage. A
returnable container costs about II cents but can be
refilled anywhere from 15 to 30 times. Thus the cost per
use is a fraction of a cent and the savings is passed on
to the consumer.•• maintains the WRC. "A 6-pack of
16-ounce non-returnable bottles of Coke costs $1.39
retailed in Maine. The same bes erage in Vermont which
has a returnable law, as does Oregon. is availabe for
$1.35 in returnable bottles."
A studs was commissioned by the Consumer's
Advisory Council (CAC), opponents of LD 913. to study
the effects of a returnable container bill in Maine. The
more for
CAC's report claims consumers will pay
heserages if they are sold in returnable containers.
"In order to handle returnable containers, retailers
must allocate employees to check in, sort, remove from
storage, and check out to wholesale drivers, the
iiiintainers. The retailer will pass these costs on to his
customers in the form of higher food prices. Vermont
experience suggests that the wholesaler will also bear
some additional expenses under a returnable system
will increase the wholesale price of his product.
I is is due to the increased labor cost and trucking and
storage of empty containers."
The report continues, citing a Vermont experience.
"Vermont malt beverage wholesalers have raised the
wholesale price of 24-unit cases by 30 cents to cover
costs caused by increased labor and trucking and
storage of empty containers This is the equivalent of
1.25 cents per unit. We earlier estimated Maine's
emminmad we bee& ewers
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Ed Expo offers new experiences

News Briefs

1
4
experience. •'It's alternative education
that you can't get here. It's aimed at
students more than teachers.•• said
William Willette, one of the organizers.
Helen and Scott Nearing, authors of
Living the Good 14e, spoke with students
yesterday in the Bangor Rtoirn about their
politics and homesteading way of life.
Socialist Scott Nearing and his wife have
been living on a nearly self-sufficient farm
in Brooksville. Maine for the past 23
years.
Today another discussion on homesteading will be held along with seminars

Health, education, and homesteading
will be among the educational experiences
offered to students here t•y the fourth
Maine Educational Exposition. The Expo
opened on Monday. and will continue
through today.
The exposition, sponsored by the
College of Education, ran day-long
yesterday and will continue today with
discussions, lectures, displays, and
workshops. Invitations to Ed Expo were
sent out to schools around the state, but
the activities are aimed primarily at
students here to broaden their educational

More campus cars burglarized
The rash of automobile break-ins that
began earl,
. last week continued this
weekend with six students reporting to
campus police that their cars had been
burglarized.
Thieses broke the vent window of Jeff
Ray nes' kicked Chevrolet during the night
Thursday and made off with his $80 tape
player. Damage to the window was
estmated at $20. Raynes lives in 325
Stodder Hall.
Micliale O'Neal of Phi Eta Kappa last a
tape player, to speakers. and 15 8-track
tapes when his locked car was entered
Thursday nights. Total value of the items
stolen is S160. O'Neal's car was parked in
the Oxford Hall lot when the incident
occurred.
Five 8-track tapes were taken from the
kicked glove box of Carroll McLaughhn's
1966 Dodge Thursday night The tapes are
worth $15. McLaughlin. a student lising in

what's on
TliSDAI. APRIL 29
DANCE MARATHON—"Boogie to
Bermuda." Memorial Gymnasium.
6 p.m. through 6 p.m. Wednesday
BRIDGE—Memorial Union. p.m.
NUCLEAR POWER—as an energy
alternative for the next 20 years.
Sponsored by PIRG. 141 Bennett
Hall. -:30 p.m.
MAINE MASQUE THEATRE—presents Aeschylus's "Oresteia."
Hauck Auditorium. 8:15 p.m.
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 341
MAINE DAY—Classes cancelled.
Please note: Continuing Education
Division classes are not affected:
they will be held as usual.
MEETING—Horseman's Club. 100
Jenness Hall. 6:30 p.m.

Old Town. had his car parked in the Sigma
Nu lot at the time of the incident.
Gary Harriman of 109 Stodder Hall was
the second of three St•icl&r lot victims
Thursday night. Thieves entered his
unlocked 1%3 Rambler and removed his
830 tape player.
William Sprague of 428 Penobscot Hall
was the third Stodder lot victim. Thieves
entered his locked car and took his $90
tape player.
Doborah K. Hannah told police
that four 8-track tapes were removed from
her car in the South York lot Thursday
night. The tapes are worth $32.
Asst. Director of Police and Safety
Bryan F. Hilchey said it was probably that
the nine auto break-ins in the last week
were the work of one person or group of
persons. He also said '•it's very possible"
that the three Thursday night robberies in
the Stodder lot were perpetrated by the
same person.

IDII FILM—' Horror of Dracula.•'
130 Little Hall. 7 & 9:30 p.m.
MAINE MASQUE THEATRE—presents
Aeschylus's
"Oresteia."
Hauck Auditorium. 8:15 p.m.
THURSDAY, MAY 1
MEETING—Maine Civil Liberties
Union. S. Lown Room. Memorial
Union. noon to 1 p.m. Bring your
lunch.
FILM—••111usions of a Lady." 00
100 Nutting Hall. 6:30, 8. 9:30. & 11
p.m.
IDB FILM—"Horror of Dracula."
130 Little Hall. 7 & 9:30 p.m.
MAINE MASQUE THEATRE—presents Aeschylus's "Oresieia."
Auditorium. 8:15 p.m.
GERMAN PLAY—"Woy/eck." by
Georg /kik ker. Damn Yankee.
Men
I Union. 8:15 p.m.
•

ALWAYS
AVAILABLE
Our Skil! and
Knowledge

OLD TOWN BODY SHOP
iv,
.&n St Old Town

Glass Replacement
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting & Welding
Gas. Oil & Auto Accessories
Free Estimates

MILLER DRUG
OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY
9 ti 9
21C STATE ST
BANGOR. ME
EL 9.17-8369

it
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Howard Sturgeon, Prop.
Tel S27 2400

ORONO TEXACO
SALES It SERVICE

Telephone 866-3300

a9 SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE SPECIAL
10 x 15 All-Terrain Tires
Reg. $62.00 & FET
THIS WEEK $4995 & FET
See us for super buys on all Firestone Tires

$3 MAIN ST.

•

ORONO, MAINE

on organic gardening and community
gardening. Other participants will learn
breadmaking and knitting with supplies
donated by the workshop leaders.
Education is the topic of many
discussion groups. Students will relate
their student teaching experiences in
Canada as compared to America.
Joan Peters, a professor of English at
New York City College and Linda Monko
gave a presentation on the need for
Sagaris Feminist Institute in Lyndonville,
Vermont. Career education, reading
evaluation, and busing to achieve
desegration in Boston are other topics that
will be discussed today.
Slide shows of the USSR. England. and
African Safari. and whales in Maine have
also been scheduled. Health will be the
topic of discussion in a presentation titled
"The Fantastic Voyage." a trip through
the heart and circulatory system. The
LaMaze method of natural childbirth will
also be presented today.
WMEB-FM also participated in the
up
a
Monday. setting
activities.
broadcasting studio in Shibles Hall.

Fourteen juniors join
Senior Skull Society
Fourteen juniors were initiated into the
Senior Skull Society Sunday night. The
membership of the Senior Skulls, which is
a non-academic honor society that was
founded in 1906. as selected annually on
the basis of the nominees' service to the
university. character, and leadership
ability.
Those initiated were: Thomas Audet.
Waterville; Edward Banks. Jr.. Lewiston:
James Blair Burlingame. St Johnsbury.
Vt; Richard Feldman. Palmer Heights,
Oh.; Wayne Hoar, Farmington: James
Kane M. Glen Cove, N.Y.: George
MacDonald, Bowdoinham; Michael Mills.
Hockessin. De.; Gregory Payeur. Bangor;
Peter Pacetti. Winchester. Ma.; Robert
Rand, Portland; Jeffrey Raynes. Wilton;
Ronald Riley. East Weymouth. Ma
Clifford Travers. Kingfield: and Jeffrey
Beebe. Wakefield, Ma.
Beebe was not present at the ceremony
due to his participation in a Congressional
internship in Washington.
Two seniors. Richard Picard of
Madawaska and Robert (nicker of
Charleston. were initiated into the class of
1975's Skulls.
Rand and Feldman were elected
president and secretary-treasurer respectively for the
academic year.

HANSON'S
FOR

Backpacking Tents
Sizes
for 2. 3, and 4 men
395 So Man St Brewer
Tel 989-7250

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2 75 per page
Send tor pour Jp-to date 160-page,
mail order catalog Enclose $100
to cover postage (delivery tome is
1 to 2 days,

Child psychologist Freda Gould Rebelsky of Boston University will speak on
"Who Shall Learn, We or They?" as the
opening speaker at the third annual Makin
StaW C.asfereatee her the Echteadow of
Young (Andres. Friday. May 2. at 8 p.m.
on the Orono campus. Friday evening
sessions of the two day conference will be
in the Newman Center on College Ave.
and Saturday workshops will be in the
Memorial Union. Dr. Rebelesky will meet
participants in an informal hour from 8:30
to 9:30 p.m. in the Peabody Lounge of the
Memorial Union on Saturday. Among
Saturday's workshop topics are art, music
and movement. integration of the
emotionally handicapped child, sex role
stereotyping, cooperative nursery schools
and film festival series.
Dr. Detinar St-halt/ref.
associate
professor of oceanography and quaternary
studies at CM(/' Darling Center in
Walpole. has received an additional grant
of 155,500 from the Ntational Science
Foundation to continue his research in the
distribution an ecology of abyssal
foraminifers. Achnitker's research is
aimed at collecting data which will explain
the history of the Western North Atlantic
and some of the changes which have
occurred during its development throughout the ages.

A t o da em nay on the tet-basiseyof
industrial and Municipal landfills s ill be
(enter
.('
Hillt
Wednesday and Thursday. May 14 and
IS. The seminar is sponsored by
personnel in industries and municipalities
who are concerned with salient aspects of
industrial and municipal landfills. ome of
the topics *ill be soil technology. siting.
public relations. hydrologs.. sanitary
engineering and regulations. The public is
also invited to attend. The registration
deadline is May 5 with Ray C. Noddin,
techmical services specialist. 22 Coburn
Hall.
All Bangor. drewer and Orono-area
single mothers—divorced. widowed or
unmamed and bringing up their children
alone, were insited to attend a general
meeting this past Monday of the Weasee
'
s
&imam Coster in Lewiston Hall on the
Bangor Community College where plans
were discussed to establish a MOMMA
Chapter. MOMMA
national
is a
organization formed to help single
mothers tope with the special problems
confronting them. Rap sessions. babysitting cooperatives, group outings and
group projects are some of the things
planned for the future. For further
information call the Women's Resource
Center. 942-2092.

0MAYTAG
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YOUR LOCAL DEALER IS

LANDRY'S INC.
46 Center St.
Brewer
Tel. 989-3850

HY-WAY
SERVICE
GARAGE
Rt.2 Milford tel. 827-5568

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11541 WILSHIRE BLVD SUITE ff2
LOS ANGELES. CALIF 90025
211477.8474 of 477-5493
ow meant material is saki tor
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New & Used Parts
amoiete Repair Service
Cars Bought & Sold
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The legislature's Education Committee
will hold a public hearing today on 11)
1393. a bill that would establish a student
member of the University of Maine Board
of Trustees.
The bill. which is sponsored by Sen.
Theodore Curtis (ll-Orono), calls for one
member of the Board of Trustees to be a
Unisersity. of Maine student, or recent
graduate who received his or her degree
not more than two years prior to the time
of appionment. It also stipulates that the
member must be nominated bs the
University of Maine Organiration of
Student Governments IUMOS61. appointed bs the governor, and approved bs the
Executive Council.
The student member would serve only a
five-year term, under Curtis' bill, unlike
the other trustees who serve seven sear
terms on a staggered basis.
When the bill originally printed, it
contained a mistake bs. including part of
the legislation that set up the Super-U.
which called for the termination of the
terms of all current UM trustees within 30
dabs after enactment.
"I am not trying to replace all the
members of the Board of Trustees." said
Curtis. who explained that the mistake
was strictly clerical error. The Orono
senator has already submitted a corrected
cops of the bill to legislative clerks who
will..hange the bill to its original form
before it is presented to the hearing today.
Curtis belieses the bill has a chance of
passing, but he noted that passage is by
no means assured. He finds it promising
that the bill similar in intent to Gov.
James B. Longley's proposal to place
consumers on the state's admmistrtative
agencies.

-It's not often that I agree with the
governor on something.'' commented
Curtis.
When Longlev addressed the General
Student Senate here on arch 4, he was
asked by a senator if naming a student to
the Board of Trustees wasn't like
appointing a consumer to a state agency.
since students are the "consumers- of a
university education.
The governor replied, "that's an
excellent point." but did not elaborate
further.
He has consistently told Student
(;osernment and members of the student
press that he would only appoint the
person "with the best qualifications" for a
trusteeship, regardless of whether or not
that person is a student.
Dr. Bruce R. Poulton, currently serving
as an aide to the governor. said "it's still
an open issue with the governor as far as 1
know.
Poulton said Longley wants some input
from his Governor's Advisory Committee
on the Unisersity before making a decision
on the matter, should Curtis's bill pass.
Robert Haskell, president of Bangor
Hydro-Electric Co. and a former UM

Aubert Hall was esacuated just before
eight a.m. Friday following receipt by
campus police of a telephoned bomb
threat.
This was the second time in less than a
month that Aubert has been the subject of
a bomb scare.

Maine Day events listed
Maine Das has been scheduled for
Wednesday. April 30. and sports some
new innosations this year according to
chairperson Rita Sssko. Among the new
activities are a superstars competition and
a pie-in -the-face booth.
The following esents hase alreads been
scheduled.
and
Monday
On
Pie-in -the-face
Tuesday in the Union and on Maine Das
in a booth on the Mall contracts can be
taken out on people you want to get hit
with a pie in the face. One has the option
to hire a "human" to do the job or one
can make the -hit" himself. The "pies"
consist of whipped cream on a paper
plate.
-Dance Marathon. Starling at 6 p.m. on
Tuesday in the Memorial Gymnasium this
popular esent will find two winners after
24 hours of dancing and award them with
a trip to Bermuda Sponsored by the
Panhellenic Council.
-Campus superstars competition PartiLipants get a chance to compete against
some of CMOs best athletes in this new
esent Ten events are scheduled and each
contestant must compete in seven The
events, some of which have been modified
for women, are swimming, bowling.
bicycle race, foul shooting. 100-yard dash,
880-yard run, football or softball throw,
baseball hitting. soccer kick, and an
obstacle course. Prospective entrants
shotts1 contact Mike Woods at Alpha
Gamma Rho by Friday.
-Band concert. See and hear the UMO
band directed by Fred Heath on the
library steps at 12 noon
-Closed-boxed-book auction. No one will
know what books are in the boxes as they
are auctioned off starting at 1 p.m. on the
library steps.
Other events planned for Maine Day on
the Mall are a crafts and white elephant
sale, a plant sale, the selling of a cookbook
written by members of the library staff, a
food sale and a student art show. The art
show is open to anyone with the condition
that all drawings. paintings and photo-

trustee who heads the governor's
committee. was unavailable for comment.
Longley set up the committee on the
university in February, when he asked all
14 of the University of Maine Trustees to
resign.
The committee's original purpose was
to accept their resignations. and provide
the governor with nominees to replace the
current board.
However, when all the trustees refused
to resign, which Longley admitted they
had every legal right to do. the governor
changed the committee's purpose. making
it responsible for selecting nominees for
trustee seats only as they come up due to
expired terms. It was this committee that
nominated
recently
named
trustee
Winthrop C. Libby,
Student Government President Jim
McGown said Monday that he plans to
attend the hearing today and testify in
favor of Curtis' bill. Although he said
UMOSG had not officially designated
anyone to testify at the hearing. McGowan
said several UMOSG members are likely
to be rpesent at the hearing.

Aubert menaced again
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graphs be properly framed or mounted.
ables will be provided for those
exhibiting sculpture.
Sysko said the money made during the
Day would be put toward equipment for a
student listening lounge and seminar
rooms to be located in the old part to the
librars as soon as the new addition is
completed and renovation started Based
on the amounts raised in the more recent
Maine Day's Sysko hoped that at least
S10.000 can be raised.
She believes the celebration would be
well attended this year because Maine
Day is especially for the students to enjoy
a well -deserved day off.
President Howard Neville has given
official notice that all classes will be
cancelled on Maine Day.

Spokesman Bryan F. Hilchey said the
police dispatcher received the threat at
7:50 a.m. Friday. He said the male caller
stated that a bomb had been placed in
Aubert and that -no one was to be in the
building before 10 ta.m.)."
Police esacuated the building. and then
waited until the 10 o'clock deadline had
passed before entering Aubert to search
for the bomb. Hilchey said the entire
chemistry building was searched with no
trace of a bomb found. The "all-clear"
was sounded at about II a.m.
On the afternoon of March 28, police
were forced to evacuate Aubert Hall when
other
unidentified
male caller
an
telephoned that a dynamite bomb had
been placed in one of the chemistry labs in
that building. On that occassion the
building was kept empty for over three
hours, cancelling classes and postponing a
number of tests.
Hilchey said that the two threats appear
to be unconnected. This second call was
different from the first, he stated, as the
wording of the call was different and no
bomb location was given. He also stated
that this caller "seemed to have a younger
voice than the last."
This is the sixth bomb threat police
have received this year. Previously.
Aubert, York Hall, Knox Hall, Stevens
Hall. and Fogler Library have all been
threatened.

LD 4 defeated for last time
LD 4. the bill to raise the drinking
age from 18 to 20, went to the
Senate Friday for its last round of
legislative ping-pong.
In a final vote. the Senate
concurred with the House by
defeating the bill in a close vote. 16
to 14.
The motion to defeat the bill,
made by Sen. Richard N. Berry
(R(-ape Elizabeth), came within the
first five minutes of debate, after a
motion to reconsider had been
defeated.
According tin Sen. Ted Curtis
Of-Orono), the bill is "absolutely a
dead issue." It could be re -introduced, but the likelihood irf this is
rem,
te. Iii any case, it would have
t wait fnr the next session or a
special sessi,nn.
Sen. Walter !lichens (R -Eliot).
sp ,ois..r of the bill. although
disappointed. felt that the bill's
success might still be a reality.

Acc ,rding to Hichetts. there is some
speculation that someone close to
the Liquor Control Commission may
propose to send the bill directly to
Cie people for referendum. by-passing the legislative process. SO far
this possibility is only conjecture.
For the past month and a half LD
4 has been one of the mirst
contr..sersial bill if this sessnin.
Approved by the Senate, it was
defeated in the House and returned
t the Senate. Here again, after
several amendments were defeated.
the Senate approved the bill and
sent it back to the House. This time
the House changed its vote and
approved the bill, but this was not
to be the end.
When the bill came up for a site
again%
House
of enactment the
c ianged its vote, defeating the bill.
Heavs lobbying b!, both pro and con
has been cited as reasons for the
number us reversed decisions. j
4
4
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Al Goldstein

Screw magazine
editor Goldstein
to address students
Al Goldstein. editor and co-publisher of
Screw magazine, will speak Thursday at 8
p.m. in the Memorial Gym. His lecture is
sponsored in conjunction
with the
General Student Senate's Distinguished
Lecture Series.
Goldstein has been the main force
behind what has been called "the most
successful underground publication in the
world" since its founding in 1968. In
addition, he is also a contributing editor of
Hugh Hefner's Out magazine, and he
frequently free-lances to other men's
publications.
In Ins capacities with Screw, Goldstein
has been arrested 10 times on obscenity
charges. and as a result, he has addressed
himself to the
question
of First
Amendment rights in his lectures on the
college circuit.
Once an English major at Pace College,
Goldstein worked as a photographer for
International News Photos for four years.
wrote free-lance for the Daily Mirror, and
free-lanced as a photographer for Pictorial
Parade.
His assignments have included a
twin-week stint with a gr,,up of U.S.
governors. in Russia in 1959: coverage of
Jacqueline Kennedy's trip to Pakistan in
1962: and a job as a reporter in Cuba in
1461
While in Cuba. Goldstein was
arrested by the Castro regime and he
spent four days in prison.
Goldstein was awarded a Doctor of Laws
and Doctor of Literature degree from the
London Institute of Applied Research. He
has been married three times, and his
present wife recently gave birth to their
first child.
Currently. Goldstein is working in his
autobiography, which is tentatively titled
The Prince of
which will deal mainly
with
his involvement
with
Screw,
pornographic movies, and personalities in
the field. Vie book is scheduled to be
published in hard-cover next spring. 0
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Value, Economy,and Savings

Vol.

r•r for the College student*
The Thrifty Ford Courier This little truck is lust the thing for
getting what you want, where you want it Its 1400 pound
payload makes it good for general use Economy features
as its rugged 1800 cc overhead cam engine and manual
4-speed transmission gives you the power when you
need it. without sacrificing good gas mileage PLUS
bright front bumper, full-width, foam-padded seats.
bright hub caps, full headliner, white sidewall
tires. Gauges fuel, ammeter, temperature, and
-)mplete tool kit come as standard value features
on the Ford Courier See our salesmen for
optional equipment
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1Thrifty
36 months
Ford Courier only9460*

months
on1y8329* per month

• Payment plan is based on a total price
of S3201 a total deffered payment of
$3405 60 on approved credit, and a
FINANCE CHARGE of $555 60 The
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE IS
Actual payment is $9460
11 95°',.
monthly for 36 months with a down
payment of $351 (State and local taxes
are extra

• Payment plan is based on a total price
of $3201. a total deffered payment of
$3498 18 on approved credit and a
FINANCE CHARGE of $648 18 The
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE
is
11 89°. for 42 months with a down
payment of $351 (State and local taxes
are extra.)

42

The ECOrt01110C111 Ford Pinto
This sporty little car is a college grad's or a college students
dre2r^ :toile true The economy of the PINTO is outstanding
but check out these standard value features: (With the
2-door sedan model) you get. 2300 CC overhead cam
engine. 4-speed manual transmission, on the floor, manual
rack and pinion steering, manual front disk brakes, black
wall steel belted radial tires, direct air vent system, inside
hood release, big car type safety. vinal bucket seats (up
front), floor mounted mini-consol, and bright hub caps Our
salesmen can show you the extra options that you can get on
the Ford Pinto What VALUE' What ECONOMY' What
SAVINGS'

Economical
Ford Pinto

48 months
7481* per month

IA 11

Aca
if b

• Payment is based on a total price of
$3201, a total deffered payment of
$3590 88 on approved credit, and a
FINANCE CHARGE of $740 88 The
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE
is
11 82°. for 48 months with a down
payment of $351 (State and local taxes
are extra )

Pinto 2-Door Soden
loth Scuocte1 Value Package

36

42 months
months
only8796*I on1y7744 * per month
per month

total price = $2970
total deffered payment = $3166 56
finance charge = $516 56
°, rate = 11.95%
monthly payment = $87 96
months = 36
down payment = $320

only

Peri
seal,
qua'
v. it
t 'di
‘i
mai

total price = $2970
total deffered payment = $3252 48
finance charge = $602 48
0'. rate = 11 89%
months = 42
down payment = $320

48

months
only6956* per month
total price = $2970
total deffered payment = $3338
88
finance charge = $668 88
82o°
%. rate = 11
months = 48
down payment = $320

*ASK ONE_o_f_o uf salesman
about our Special Purchase
FOP° PAUTgP. CPI1)17

Plan For College Seniors
S•01() .
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Wakeman tells medieval tales
of Arthur and the Round Table
lit. Myth. and I egends ol King Arthur and the
knight. of the Round Table
Rik k Wakeman
X.%st1 CP4cIS

s'i ,uting "Fight, fight,
The vocalist does a
shouted piece. which is exactly like a cut on Dave
Brubeck•s album Truth is Fallen. Wakeman finally'
conies in with a powerful Moog solo, but it's done
completely in Keith Emerson's style- notinng new
44 his own.
"Merlin the Magician," begins side two with
another socal piece by the Nottingham group. and
exactly the same theme as "Lady of the Lake"only the slightest bit faster. It proceeds to a
mish-mas'i of styles, first a very eerie part.
f Mowed by an,,ther Mixig solo right out iii
Emers m's textbook- very rapid notes in succession
f 'flowed by a high crescendo sustained with lots of
vibrat 4. If your wearing headphones. the Moog
g ,es from left to right ad infinitum. The piece is
t yped 4'ft with the orchestra doing a "Boston
P .ps" rendition I if the soundtrack for a Porky Pig
cart nix mipicte with the horn of the chase scene.

S.
ti I
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ast fall Rick Wakeman released
ih at had to he •,ne of the all-time
exti ay aganzas •4ii s my I— Journey to
the Center ot the Earth. his newest
release. live Myths and Legends of King Arthur
and the Knights ot the Round l- abel, tops it in its
p •inp and scope. It is done on a totally mammoth
scale, tossing in everything but the kitchen sink.
But v44 manim.4th it is to the pAnnt of being
4yerd me. and shows the musical world absolutely
n4thing new. instead borrowing from many others.
One has to admit it is an extremely well
pert Tined piece. especially when considering the
scale and number musicians involved. Recording
quality is excellent, and the orchestration handled
with utin , 4st care, but at least to this resiewer,
.ere is disappointment in mutation.
Wakeman is best known for his work as keyboard
mail of fev. is hie, belch last summer, to go on his
,wn musical ventures. He entered the R sal
Academy of Music in Britain at Ih. with the intent
if becoming a concert pianist. After studying for a

Ii

year and a half, he left, but not before exposure to
it.,er keyboard instruments, including the Moog.
He is currently rateA 44ne of the best keyboard men
ar 4und. in league wit'l Keith Emerson and the like.
In making King Arthur. Wakeman hired the forces
4i1 a 49 piece orchestra and the English Chamber
Choir. c (tutted hy DJ% id Meashain, as well a.. five
ck
s. F tw
t'4e s 'cal passages. the
it.
Festi% .1
male %
•up is. used.
Acc4rding to Wakeman. "King Arthur was
inspired by the fact that I own a farm near Tintagel
(England)- the area where the mythical king was
supposed to have used.
"Tocre are so many hooks and poems about the
legend; I just picked out the stories I found fllitst
entertaining. If we'd decided to do the whole saga.
we'd 'lase ended up with about an eight album
set!"
King Arthur is a concept lp. but in places the
t ,eme doesn't carry the continuity it shliuld from
.'tie character to the next. With se‘cn cuts on the
disk. each deals with a character from the legends,
and tw
Arthur himself. Journey had a yery
g
continuity between cuts because of the
narration- what King Arthur needs.
In the work. Wakeman takes a basic theme for
each cut and plays vanations on it. which is done
well. But the fact remains there is nothing new on
tic disc.

4e albun. begins wit:. a 0411
4verture—t 44, short for a work of
iengt.4. blending orchestra and
Tus with his keyboard work.
T TEC.% a really )4.4 KI Moog and harpsichord
passage—but then lie vocalist comes in. and it
s
like a repeat from Journey. After a very
majestic piece. the cut winds up with the flutes
playing a nasal try iew march. totally destroying the
p ilip us, pleasant mood previously set up.
The next cut. "Lady of the Lake". is short but
well done. It is one of the two pieces in which the
••Tvlottinghani" Festival" vocal group is used and
s4unds like monks going through their daily
lab • 4urious r 4utirie of chanting. It concludes with
,rt piano piece with a lot of distortion thrown
a

Rick Wakesseasse

"Guinnevere" begins wit'. heavy Moog passage.
%cry similar to one in Journey, then mellows out
with ty40.4g providing a raw contrast. But the whole
piece siunds like it came right out of Journey.
The last cut on the side. "Sir Lancelot and the
Black Knight." has a strong allegro beat from the
bass viols if the orchestra, as well as the chorus

After an unexciting cut. "Sir Galahad." the disc
ends with "The Last Battle"—the best cut 44 the
w IA. It is a moving piece telling of the death of
Art ,ur. And it has the moodif death.
Wakeman uses the Moog to produce gull-like
s ,unds iii the distance. M's mg into a long
instrumental part. the strings are played well
against opposing trumpets. followed by the
'larpsichord and horn playing against strings. It
fiiialls c• cs,4 it sand ends very much like Journey..
and Beeth•4ven's fifth symphony.

ourney was named best big-hand
album of I974 in Playboy's readers'
and King Arthur will probably
Ill 4.1. suit. There is no doubt Wakeinan's latest work is a fine piece of music—any
undertaking on its scale is truly remarkable.
One note on the positive side— the disc includes a
twelye page booklet which is well illustrated, and
c ,ntains the Ivricsit's obsious the artists did their
mew irk, for the drawings are done in the style of
Arthur's time, using distorted perspective and very
limited color.
F 4r the going price 4,f a single album u.day. King
Arthur is worth the hard earned cash required to
take it trim the racks of your local yinyl purveyor to
the turntable if v,,ur choiceBut hopefully Wakeman
will sh-w• us something different in his next
release, which is unannounced as of now.
by Steve Ward
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Supertramp
Crime at the Century
A&M SP 3M'
It seems that British bands break into
the American musk scene in only one of
two ways—by either sneaking in the back
door, or busting down the front gate. But
in both cases. British bands that succeed
in their attempts at transatlantic crossing
can at least develop a strong cult following
and many stand a good chance at making
it big. When Led Zeppelin launched their
first American tour at the old Boston Tea
Party in the spring 1%9, they opted for
the latter method (door-busting). Their
first lp had, prior to their arrival, garnered

a

Earth's Magnetic Fie.
Charles Dodge
Nonesuch H--1250
Surrounding the Earth. H14h above the
atmosphere. is an intense magnetic field.
dipping in at the planet's poles. If it were
not for this field, gaseous discharge of the
sun's nuclear furnace—the solar %kind—
v.ould intermix with and change the
Earth's atmosphere. Instead, the magnetic deflects and propels these gasses away
from the Earth.
The solar wind is not uniform. thsu
producing changes in the magnetic field.
which are easily recorded on the ground.
Changes are sometimes great enough to
induce mosment in ordinary compass
needles. This fluctuation is constantl%
monitered. and measured by the "Kp
index.•• When graphically. plotted. KP
indices appear somewhat like musical
notations, knows as ••bartels• musical
diagrams." after their inventor.
The idea for transforming readings into
music was conceited originally by. Bruce
both
Ungar.
Stephen
and
Boller
solar-physicists. After experimentation
they approached Charles Dodge. v.ho
prorammed a computer to synthesize the
information into music. Dodge had
previously studied electronic and computer music.
To produce the work. Dodge uased a
general purpose sound-synthesis program.
fed into a IBM 360 computer. The sound
deriyed by this process is totally different
thant hat created by electronic music
synthesizer
It is hard to eyaluate this work, for there
is literally nothing which it can be
compared agtainst. Either you like it or
you don't. It is strnage. eerie, and has no
definite pattern. It is also pure music.
totally free of human influence. This is

Crime of the Century

much FM airplay. and they were ready to
push the disc hard by performing eyers.
song on it right down the line.
The latest British hand seeking entry
into the lucrative American market is
Supertramp. a five-piece group that has
aced the British album and single charts
with their first album, Crime of the
Century. From indications thus far.
howeyer, it appears that if Supertramp
ever does make big time in the States,
they will have to take the sneaky route.
Not that Supertramp hasn't been
noticed in the right placed as of
vet—Crime of the Century has already
been nominated for a Grammy for Ken
Scott's production work—but this reviewer
predicts it will take a good deal of time
before their cup of popularity runneth
over. Especially if their recent Boston
performance is any indication of the
calibre of their live appeal. The gig was.
reportedly, marred
by a less-htan
satisfactory
sound
system, and
a
lacklustre stage presence—reminiscent of
lifeless studio work.
Yet, all of the above (plus the fact that
Supertramp's lyrics seem contrived only
or the purpose if pros iding a playing field
for the %,.calsi notytwithstanding, Supertramp does base a great deal to offer.
Measured only in its sheer creatiy its
and power of expression. Supertramp is
somewhat reticent of the expressionist
moyment in painting.
Earth's Magnetic Field fluctuates
dramatically throughout the recording,
from highs to lows. v.ith oyer and under
tones proyiding odd rythms as well.
Computer music is all fine and well. and
should be pursued to its fullest. Hoveyer.
it lacks the spark of human creatit its
whic h should be midenced in all artistic
creations.
Hopefully this non-creatiye path—no
matter how well the final product
sounds— will not be the one music will
take in the fut,:7e.
by Steve Ward

an outstanding band. With Bob Benberg
on percussion; Roger Hodgson on guitar,
piano, and vocal; Richard Dayies on lead
vocal. harmonica, and keyboards; John
Anthony Helliwell on sizes, clarinets, and
'.teals; and Doug Tomson on bass.
Supertramp has, at least in the studio.
assembed a unique blend of musical
Juxtapositions and stuyles. Like another
British band. Gentle Giant (whose
technical sound games they often
nommick). Supertramp frequently leases
the listener pleasantly surprised by the
wide ange of instruments employed and
yarious effects achieved. And all of this is
masterful
supplemented by a truly
producing. job aptly reflecting producer
Scott's earlier and rich expenences with
Mahavishnu
David Bowie and the
Orchestra.
Although many listeners may notice
hints and traces of a fes% notable musical
influences, like Tull. Jeff Beck, Gentle
Giant, and Traffic, it is neyertheless only a
small part of Supertramp's overall
breadth—for just as you think you
recognize a riff pulled ight from one hand
or another, they're off and running in
some ‘,ther direction.
The two strongest cuts on the lp are, no
doubt. "Hide in Your Shell- and
"School'•, Both Yolk) through a huge

•I eib.J.
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Johann Sebastian Bach
Works for lure!
Works for lute-ll
performed hy Narciso Yepes
Deutsche Grammophon 2530 4b & 25.10462

David Bowie:
APL-0998

II

Young Americans

RCA

From our German friends across the sea
come this recent release with some of the
finest lute music recroded on disc. The
remarkable lute playing of Narciso Yepes
combined with the tender notes of Johann
Sebastian Bach make a blend yery hard to
match.
For those not familiar with the lute, it is
an acoustic instrument similar to the
guitar. but ha%ing ten strings instead of
six. It tounds like a guitar, and appears
like one except for a wider and slightly
different neck. Bach's works for lute, as
well as many other instruments were
wntten so as to be easily transposed to
toehr instruments. following the trend of
the time—the early 18th century.
The first disc contains Bach's Suite in A
minor BWV 995. Suite in E major BWV
1006a. and Fugue in A minor BWV 1000.
Disc number NO tontain Preludium.

"The caterpillar sheds his skin to find
the butterfly within ...•• Domnan Leitch
(1967)
David Bowie played the caterpillar.
Young Americans is the butterfly. From
the cocoon comes a fresh phase of Bowie.
-Though lacking the talents of long-time
partner Mick Ronson. Bowie spirits away
the loss with soul-rock. Together v.ith
Tony viIconti, his producer and only main
man retained from David Live. Bowie puts
near forty-minute recording himself.
a Detroit sound into glam repertoire.
Howeser. it is only half good: or the
This album is initially disappointing. optimist's view: not half bad. His attempt
That is. until one sits down and realizes at the Lennon- McCar t nes Across
the
the transition. Bowie sheds the struggling Universe is at best rotten.
glitter of Ziggy Stardust et al for the basic
Young Americans is soul for the most
roots of rock: soul. In exchange. he gives part; fresh for Bowie: worth the listen.
four cuts for bumping; "Fascination". Bowie is sounding like Stevie Wonder
or
"Right". a cut co-written with John AWB at first may seem like a con -job.
Lennon --"Fame". and the title cut. Bowie And at first it's a no-go. At last, it's a long
has written eight of the 10 tracks of this
awaited change for the Main Man.

variety of musical and rhythmical
passages, &dn. at least in the case of
"School", at a very fast pee that fosters
listener inyoly emnt. "Hide in Your Shell"
begins with a low. almost mysterious
piano and organ interplay. with a vocal
solo, and slowly builds up to a tremendous
crescendo at double-time. with a powerful
exchange between bass, sax, and vocals.
The other outstanding cut is "bloody
Well Right". which, if not for the long
introduction, is destined for a strong AM
radio showing. It was this cut, as the flip
side to "Dreamer" that made II on the
British charts. Although it doesn't sas.
much, this tune is extremly catchy, and
the crystal clear piano work during the
chorus is simple vet very appealing.
On the whole. Supertramp should enjoy
a quite successsful future in American,
esen though their lp may have to wait a
while before it gets much airplay..
Despite the weakness of their sties.
especially the %agueness of the meaning
of the title cut. Supertramp does perhaps
as well as most hands whose real forte is
creating music, and not "concept" Ip•s
hidden
or
meanings
with
lyrical
sophisticatnm
All in all, a de.ent debut album from a
promising band.
by Ateie Parker
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Fugue and Allegro in E flat major BWV
998; as well as Suite (Parma) in C minor
BWV
Of the works, perhaps the best known is
Suite in E minor. which Andres Segosta
transposed for guitar and made famous. It
has also been transposed for rock by
Jethro Tull. know by
nunement.
Bounce. This suite wii% the most
extensive compsed for lute by Back.
!lasing four traditional mo% ments.
Other works on the discs show the skill
of Yepes. whose translation of the notes
by Bach comes through with tenderness.
clarity. and a beautiful richness of tone.
The quality of the recording is excellent.
as is to be epected from the premium
German label.
Deutsche 6rammophon records are not
the easiest to come by, hut most recrod
shops can order the discs for you. These
two recordings of lute music are worth the
extra buck for the imported label; not for
the label itself, but rather for the fine
music with they contain.
by Steve Ward

With
each
new
t ming
alnum,
.4mencans inclusive. Bo%ie seemingly
scouts and brings together a caray an of
unfamiliar musicians, feeds them his
stuffs, and produces good material. Young
Americans only lass co nclusiy e e%'demthat Bowie is the man of words; the man
of MUSIC.

by Gary Robb
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Illusions of a Lady. which is showing on
campus two evenings this week, is just
possibly the classiest smut movie ever
made. As reported in an excellently
documented Playboy feature last year,
•'last March (1973) director Jonas
Middleton, a camera cress. leading lady
Andrea True and a supporting cast of six
had S214.0(X) and a long Saturdas-throughTuesday weekend to spend making
Illusions Old Lady at a rented beach house
in Hampton Bays. New York. 1 tried to
find really good people for this film.
Middleton said. It's got SM. Lesbianism.
rape, every sort of perversion going."
It's true the film faced a very low
budget. short shooting schedule, and the
fact it had to include footage suitable for
an XXX-rated porno flick. Yet the film,
especially during the closing minutes, and
professional use of plot and drama, tries
to attain art, and almost does. It's slickly
phiitographed. the hard-core footage is
graphic but treated with good taste—you
don't feel you're attending a gy necoligists' consention—and it even becomes
harrowingly suspenseful during the last
reel.
I lie actors are all lovely people. headed
by Andrea True as the psychiatrist who
invites a group of her patients over for the
weekend. In her attempts to make them
more relaxed and open emotionally. the
proceedings degenerate int,, kinkiness and
perversions. and her "illusions" nearly
destroy her.
Illusions of A Lady, surpassing what the
Westgate Cinema usually does, will be
shown this Thsrsday (May 1) in 100

Nutting. and Friday evening in 153
Barrows. Shows each evening are at 6:30.
WOO, 9:30. and 11. The -X" rating will be
strictly enforced, and potential audience
members are forewarned that priof of age
land soberness) may. be asked for.
The minute that "Produced by Roger
Corman" appeared in the main credits. I
knew Capone was going to
stink . It is
the most mis-directed, badly written.
poorly acted, lousiest music score, junk
mos ie of the year. Add to this sloppy
editing, a cheap device where the screen
fades to red every time the years pass
assume to symbolize the blood of Al
(apone's criminal life), and a story that
much too closely copies the Godfather
films—the sum is a terrible movie.
Corman is the hack responsible for
those Edgar Allen Poe movies with Vincet
Price in the early '130's as well as a
plethora of grade-B motorcycle pictures.
For some odd reason, he has achieved
fame and respect for things e never
accomplished. The quality of the Poe films
came from Vincent Price. the cinematography and a fine use of color—not
Corman•s direction. The bike pictures
might have made money but I'd hate to
disccuss politics with the people who saw
them.
Ben Gazzara delivers a finely realized
portrait of "Scarface" Capone. but he
becomes so lost in the excessive violence
and gratuitous sex, that, in attempts to
ignore the movie, one finds himself having
to ignore him. too.
Capone is an utter waste.
by Sill Gordon
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contained the driving pulsating power of
the Stese Hunter • Dick Wagner sersion
done on Rock and Roll Animal. Another
disappiiintment.
By now, most had lost hope of hearing
anything done in a manner befitting the
was Lou Reed can play. Many resigned
themselves to the mediocrity, settling
back to think what 56.50 would have
bought them. Lou ran through "Lady
Day-. "Berlin-. "Waitin• For My Man".
"Walk on the Wild Side- and several
unknowns. He played nothing from his
latest album. Sally Can't Dance. Omitted
were
favorites like "Viscious". "Oh
Jim". "Sad Song". "White Light, White
Heat-. "Ocean". "Caroline Says". and
"Satellite ,4 Love". but Lou reluctantly
came back to do a fairly inspired sermon
of "Rock and Roll-. He then exited
%Wong se%eral minutes—much bi the
displeasure i•f his managers—and dro%e
''ft tt, the great drug store in the sky.
-u Reed gave a lackluster performancc. hi Vic days of
presious band
iStese Hunter Dick Wagner-guitars: Ray
olc,,rd-keyb•iards: Prakash John-bass
and Pentti Clan-drums) it might have
been passable—the band was so tight it
mated any for sheer excitement and
music-al finesse. Not so on April 24. The
bunch of no-hames assembled for this
fiasco probabl
couldn't outperform
Ma.1.2% N.1.
by Jim Sullivan
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starring Andrea True
"KINKINESS IS
THE KEY.
'ILLUSIONS OF
A LADY' IS NO COP
OUT AS A CORNUCOPIA
OF FORBIDDEN FRUIT."
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It really should have been expected.
knowing Lou Reed typifies the wasted rock
star.
Why shouldn't it follow that he give a
performance that shows exactly how
wasted he is by forgetting words to songs,
telling the audience to kiss off, putting
together a non-descript band that barely
knows the music, and topping it off by
playing half-assed for only a little me: an
hour?
After listening to his two live albums.
Rock and Roll Animal and Live, this
concert came as an immense disappointment. Maybe since Lou knew he was
going to be taped on those nights. he
played with vigor and class. Who knows9
but he certainly didn't want to plas the
Music Hall, last Thursday .
He started with the poorest rendition of
"Sweet Jane" ever heard. The sound
failed and Lou came in late when he was
supposed to sing (?) his lines. He followed
wit') several unheard of songs before
including ,q1C called "I Wanna Be Black-.
Lou said he wants to be black so he can
sell his worst heroin to Jews. beat up
Spies. and !lase five foxy fucking whores
in his stable. Jesus. a masterpiece of rock!
LAI finally got around to what should
hase been the concert's showcase
"Heroin-. It was butchered bv all
concerned. Lou forgot which verses he
was singing. trying to make them up as he
went along. The piece was laid back a la
Velvet Underground. circa 1%9, and

Woyreck (Andy Pertain) stabs his cheating wife (Daffy
Kelly) after realising she has been cavorting with the
commander of the town's army regiment. The play WoyzecIL
in German. will he performed May I at 8:15 p.m. in the
Damn Yankee Room of the Memorial Union prior to going on
the road.
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Lou Reed at the Boston Music Hail
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Ben Gazarru as AI Capone

Bruce Williamson PLAYBOY
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Thurs.: May 1: 100 Nutting
Fri.; May 2: 153 Barrows
6:30, 8:00, 9:30, and 11:00 p.
Admission $1
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FROM C
COLOli x ADULTS ONLY

"THE LAST OF THE 'QUALITY'
HARDCORE FEATURES. UNDOUBTEDLY OFFERS ALL
THAT A SEX BUFF
MIGHT FANTASIZE."
Addison Verrill
VARIETY

"THE FIRST 'X'ER
WITH A GENUINE.
ELEMENT OF
SUSPENSE."
GENESIS
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'This my prayer: Civil War
fattening on men's ruin shall
not thunder in our city. Let
not the dry dust that drinks
the black blood of citizens
through passion for revenge
and bloodshed for bloodshed
be given our state to prey upon.
Let them render grace for grace.
Let love be their common will;
let them hate with single heart.
Much wrong in the world thereby is healed.
the Chorus of The Eumenides

13111 tioroon
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Watergate Without Words
Straight Arrow Publishers
A Rolling Stone Special Project
edited by J.C. Suares
The old Watergate dog has been kicked
around and around. yet still refuses to lie.
Rolling Stone' magazine has put together a
fine collection of cartoons dealing with the
fall of our former leader Richard Nixon
and related associates. The book is quite a
bone-tickler for those who are familiar
with the events of Watergate and a good
text for those who, somehow, missed the
boat.
The loss of Nixon grieved many a
cartoonist. Dick's prominant proboscis and
jutting jowles. etc.. served as excellem
models for diverse caricature, which
more than evident by
the
mans
approaches reproduced in Watergah
Without Words.
More than 25, artists are represented.
Such well-known cartoonists as Jules
Feiffer. Oliphant. Gary Trudeau and
David Levine and mans more hase
contributed to the immortalization of
Richard Nixon's face and times.
The editor, Jean-Claude Suares has
drawn from newspapers and journak
spanning the globe; from the New Fork
Times to Pans-Match, from the traditional
Time and Newsweek to off-beat Screw
magazine.
Watergate Without Words excellent for
tossing around the smoking room, as a
entree in a dentist's waiting room or as a
gift flit- your staunch Republican.
grandmother. The only drawback to this
fine amalgamation of editorial art is its

failure to include the Boston Globe's Paul
Szep, whose style and wit more than
qualify him for a place in this anthology.
The ironic humor of Watergate is a very
touchy subject, and it is hard to look
retrospectively without a certain degree of

bitterness. However, we can learn so
much more from mistakes and failures if
we can laugh at them. Certainly electing
Nixon was a mistake.
So, if you know what Watergate was,
read or rather look and enjoy. If you are

not knowledgable on the subject. you will
be when you have finished. Watergate
Without Words is a great buy and lots of
fun to kick around.
hv Tom Dexter Morse
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'WE WERE ONLY OBEYING ORDERS ..

Wampeters Ponta A Graffiti!loony
by Kurt Vonnegut. Jr.
Delta Books Si! ":".;

ard Sorel - Rolling Mose

YOUR VALUABLE DIPLOMA
Mounted and plasticized On 5/8- thick plywood
of finest quality - beautifully finished in
mahogany. walnut, maple or natural - with
beveled edges in gold, ivory or woodgrain

GRADUATION SPECIAL WITH THIS AD
(REG. PRICE $19.50)

PDQ

Hon
bid

Hon
Littli

Ittil

Pat Oliphant

$15,00

A pri

INSTANT
PRINTING

54 COLUMBIA STREET, BANGOR. MAINE
ZIP - 04401
TEL: 942-6789

The title of this book of opinions is
composed of words tht Vonnegut coined in
Cats Cradle. He says they cover the
subject matter thoroughly. A Wampeter is
an object around which a group of
otherwise unrelated people may resoRe.
Foma are lies. A Granfalloon is a proud
and meaningless association of human
beings.
Vonnegut
gises
his opinion
on
eserything from super technology to a
mass-murderer on Cape Cod. The short
pieces in spits are esery bit as funny as
anything he has wntten to date but a sery
black sadness comes through also.
In a section titled."Fortitude" Vonnegut creates a laboratory and control room
fromthe preservation of the life of a
billionaires widow. The room is full of
artifical organs that have taken the place
of her own and they are manufactured by
Westinghouse et al. Every emotion the
woman has is a function of the control
panel. When the personal beautician
attempts to allow the woman a was to
commit suicide, the doctor admits that he
had designed the system so that two
people could be kept alive on it. The
second person of course would be the
doctor. The mechanical body supporting
the 100 year-old head of the woman
was
constructed so that the arms
could not fire a gun at the head. She hears
the doctors Oedipean dream and blasts
him. The scene ends in the dialogue
between two heads on their tripod
mechanical
supports.
''Hi
there".

Denser PM(

"Hello". ''How do vou feel". "Fine".
The case of mass murder on Cape Cod
Vonnegut handles much the same was. He
has the eyes of a person accutely aware it
the things around him. Tony looks to be
guilty and Vonnegut shows the evidence.
He tells about the "freaks•• response to
the hacking and mutilating murder of four
young girls. "is this going to he had for
the freaks". As alwavs. Vonnegut hits you
wit', a cross you didn't see coming. He
ends with a d14],igUe with his (LWOW
V..1,, knew the killer. "Edith.the guy who
kept saying he was going to kill you, was
his name Tony Costa". ••No, no", she
said— "Tony wouldn't say anything like
that, ions wasn't the one".
Vonnegut is at his finest. No one can
cow this man. bolted to address the
Nati mat Institut of Arts and Letters in
19-1 he said. "How lucky you are to be
here today, for I car explain evervting.•• If
that wasn't outrageous enough lie went on

Li
T ut's

''rie

National Institute of
I'. tell them.
Arts and Letters don't really give a damn
for arts and letters in my opinion. They,
too. are chemically induced efforts to form
a superstitious. affectionate clan or village
oirtihsc:
bi,
rIts
ribaen.dTg
say this—lots of luck.
Vonnegut doesn't speak in public much
any more because he says he doesn't have
anythingto say. This book disproses that
statement. Vonnegut is the plain-talking
conscience of this nation. He will makevou
feel what happened in Biafra. will make
you laugh at his arrogance and will make
vou want to read his other works

by Dave Row sin

Benjamin's Tavern
Entertainment nightly at 9 p.m.
WED & TI1UR

Boothouse Friends

FRI & SAT

Winholl Hollow

SUN

Jim Rooney Bond

123 Franklin St. Bangor, Mains 942-7492
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Campus Arts Calenda
film

thi• Golden Fish
Sandwich Cinema,
Room, 12 noon

Wednesday. April .?0

Thursday. May

Sterile Cuckoo. 1DB Movie. 130
Little Hall. 7 and 9:30 p.m.

Friday. May 9

Friday. May 9

Concerto Concert. Student Soloists
with UMO Orchestra. 8:15 Hauck
Auditorium

Day of Wine and Roses. MUAB
Movie. 100 Nutting, 7 and 9:30 p.m.

Horror of Dracula. 1DB Movie, 130
Little Hall. and 9:30 p.m.

Saturday. May 11

Friday. May 3

Gone With the Wind, MUAB
Movie. Hauck Auditorium, 7 p.m.
Sunday. May 11
Gone With the Wind. MUAB
Movie, Hauck Auditorium. 1:30
p.m.

music
Wednesday. April .?0

Alfred Hitchcock's Sahatoge.
MUAB Movie. 100 Nutting. 7 and
9:10 p.m.

UMO Band Concert, Library Steps.
1:00 p.m.

Monday. May

Sunday. May 4

Woody Woodpecker Cartoons.
Sandwich Cinema. 12 noon North
town Room

Band Concert, Hauck Auditorium.
3 p.m

2001 A Space Odyssey. SF! Film
Series. A and 9:30 p.m. Hauck
Auditorium
Wednesday'. May
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Walk-in service
or by appointment.
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OPEN
Wed , Thurs 6 m -5:30 p.m.
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BUSINESS
MANAGER
needed for

Pfh.

yearbook

Fall & Spring
1975 & 1976
Salaried Position
Aoolicat ions available
at 101 Lord Hall
DEADLINE May 7, 1975

0

1346 Main St.. Oron
OPEN MON-SAT, 9-5

et-

The Collector's Corner, a selection
of drawings -and prints priced for
student buying. Carnegie Hall
Russian Play. April 30, Ram's Horn
Coffee House

1/MO Print Collection. Print Room.
Carnegie Hall
Eli:aheth °Malley. Castine Artist,
Lobby Hauck Auditorium

NEEDED
Darkroom Supervisor
16mm Projectionists

SALARIED POSITION
EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

TEL: 866-2100

Charles Klabunde. 25 color
chings. Lobby, Alumni Hall

Artists of Maine. Paintings and
sculptures by artists who live or
vvirk in Maine. Gallery Two,
•=artiegie Hall

Tropical Plants

Ckiititcflost

L'. F. Cummings. drawings arid
paintings, Photo Salon. Memorial
Union

1/MO Art Student Exhibition to May
9, Gallery One. Carnegie Hall

Bookkeeper

Imported Gifts

it

arts and exhibits

Freshly-Cut Flowers

7

Sterile Cuckoo. 1DB Movie, 110
Little Hall. and 9 .10 p.rn

mn
ey.
irm

Recital. Fredrick Cahn, cello and
Norman Cazden. piano. Lord Hall,
8:15 p.m.

Thursday. May 8

Monkey Business. MUAB Movie,
11/0 Nutting. 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Illusions of a Lady and What Every
Boy and Girl Should Know, Dirty
Half-Dozen Series, 153 Barrows,
6:30. 8:00. 9:30 and 11:00 p.m.
Saturday. May 3

In

A/tan/L.A. May S'

Horror of Dracula. 1DB Mtis ic 130
Little Hall, 7 and 9:30 p m.

Illusions o, a Lady, and "What
Every Boy and Girl Should Know,"
Dirty Half Dozen Film Series 100
Nutting 6:30, 8:00, 9:30 and 11:00

be
If

and Clown.
North Lown

Students may Pick UD
applications in MUAB
office. 2nd floor Union
Deadline for applications
May 5. 1975
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RESEARCH
North America's
Largest Service
$2.75 per page
Send now for latest catalog.
Enclose $2.00 to cover postage
to:

ESSAYSERVICES
Box 1218
Niagara Falls,NY
14302
(416)366-6549
Our research service is sold
for research assistance only.
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On the weekend

The Greeks ...
The unwelcome rain and snow
that fell on UMO this past weekend
v.as not enough to stop the
fraternities and sororities from
holding their annual Greek Weekend actisities.
Some of the events that occured
during the three-day-long festivities
were running of the torch from
Augusta. parties at the different
houses, games held during the day
SaturdaY. anti the conclusion with
the raft races, a campus-wide litter
pick up and final closing ceremonies.
During the games Saturday. Delta
Tau Delta took first place with a
total of 73 points. ATO and DU
captured second and third place
respectively. with 68 and 2h points
apiece. For the sororities. Alpha
Omicron Pi as first with 73 points
and Pi Beta P:o and Chi Omega tied
for second with 53 points apeice.
A few of the more interesting
contests held during the games
were the keg thr,As, the chariot
races. the tug of war. and frisbee
throwing. TKE finished first in the
keg throw v.ith a combined total
throw of 44 feet. Delta Tau Delta
won the chariot race for the men
while Chi Omega won it for the
women. In the frisbee throw., Delta
Delta Delta took fast for the
sororities while Delta Upsilon took
first place for the fraternities with a
throw of 203 feet. The show of
strength in the tug of war was
evident with Kappa Sigma *inning
overall for the men and Delta Zeta
winning for the women. A small
upset occured he-: when Theta
defeated TKE in the first round of
Cie tug of v.ar to eliminate that
1.1,,use from the tug of war
o,mpetition.

It was snowing at 10 o'clock
Sunday
morning when several
fraternities and sororities gathered
outside of Hart hall to help in the
Budweiser-sponsored campus cleanup commonly known as Pitch-In.
Tau Epsilon Phi, Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Delta Upsilon. and Lamda Chi
.Alpha were the fraternities participating in the pick-up. The sororities
were Pi Beta Phi. Alpha Delta Pi,
Alpha Chi Omega. Alpha Omicron
Pi, Phi Mu and Chi Omega.
About 115 people showed up and
collected over 150 bags of litter
which was scattered over the entire
univesity area. Two $50 prizes were
offered for the best job and these
two cash rewards went to Tau
Epsilon Phi and Alpha Delta Pi.
These records from UMO will be
entered into the national competition where the final prizes will be
five $1,000 scholarships and five
$W scholarships.
The raft race held Sunday
afternoon was the last athletic event
of the weekend with Sigma Alpha
Epsilon touring the course in 19
minutes. 14 seconds to take first
place. Delta Upsilon finished and
Phi Mu sorority finished first for the
women.
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It was a rainy day. Clouds hovered over
the moss-ridden knolls. Suddenly a shot
rang out in the dark A ship sailed over
the horizon. Grave. yawned. Children
prayed. And a couple of thousand freaks
gat'iered in what promised to tx. the
high-lig!it of the long hair seawn.
Problems riddled the massive effort of
coordinating a dozen bands, setting up an
elaborate sound system. and democratic
ally distributing over SO kegs of beer, an
amount which, if spread over the confines
of the quadrangle between
Knox.
Somerset, and Oxford Halls. would fill the
bellies of close to two thousand writhing
freaks.
Not only that. but the aforementioned
precipitation placed a wet blanket over
much of the festivities. save for a few
die-hard hardcores who would fight sleet.
hail, plagues. earthquakes and other more
rare natural disasters to sample such an
astronomical quantity of free brew.

Their enthusiasm, in fact, caused a
severe shortage of the thick and foamy
around tea-time, a development which
upon uninitiated thought would seem
disastrous. However, much of the throng
did not appear to have noticed that their
source of nourishment had disappeared.
and remained at the scene of the crime
until the large hours of the night.
It was, indeed, a freak weekend. The
sound system, after much hardship and
catastrophe, was finally in working order
around 1:30 p.m. at which time the rain
began. After all the paraphenalia had
removed
more
safely
to a
been
advantageous position. the sound system
would not work. All this time, the freaks
were milling about, oblivious to the
complications surrounding them.
When all was in readiness, the bands
began to play, the freaks began to drink,
etc., and everybody had a good time.

I
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The returnable containers act ••• time for action
LD 913. Rep. John McKernan's bill that would
require that all beverages sold in Maine be
packaged in returnable containers, deserves the
support of the people of the state.
It is high time we all got off our collective butts
and started taking action to dismantle our
counter-productive, wasteful, and polluting
national havit of throw-away this throw-away
that, and throw-away everything.
We can see no reason why Maine shouldn't
join the states of Oregon and Vermont in leading
the way toward establishing a precedent of
recycling our natural and man made resources.
Beverage containers, in addition to consisting of

f
Maine Campus

the long run we can't help but save money.
energy). and even old automobile tires. Anything
With the present system of non-returnable
and everything that can be re-used or recycled
containers, the bottling companies are not only
should be—the trouble is, our capitalist system
making a profit on the contents of the containers, rejects the notion because there is little, if any
but also on the containers themselves. We are
profit in it.
buying glass and metal that we need not buy,
But that's where today's business people are,
andy more than car owners need to buy their
as always, short sighted. Some day. and maybe
gasoline in five-gallon metal cans, instead of
not in the too distant future, they'll realize that
rfrom a pump.
maybe there is a buck to be made in recycling
We'll wager that this is the real reason that
fostering a more efficient use of our
and
there has been such a massive advertising and
resourc
es, just as polution abatement has already
lobbying campaign against the bill on the part of
shown
the
signs of becoming a major new
the state's grocers, bottlers, and distributors.
industr
y.
It's not because, as their hyped-up TV ads would
But sadly, that day may be a long way off.
have us believe, they think storing the empties
would be -unsanitary.- And it's definitely not
because they have any ginuine interest in saving
Maine's beverage consumers money - look at
how much their ad campaign is costing the
Sirs e' Parker. Editor
consumers.
hate Arno, Managing Editor
Well, you can't look at that yet, because the
.104.• Michaud, News Editor
Maine Grocer's Association won't release the
Sharon Nilson. Copy Editor
figures until after the legislative session ends.
1 urn Baravols, Sports Editor
But those TV spots don't come cheap.
Stese Ward. Graphic Arts Director
Both sides of the controversy claim that
DaYe Rovum, Darkroom Technician
consumer willsave money by adopting their
John Snell, Production Assistant
I uke Guerrette, Business Manager
stance. Although we are in no position to judge
Mari. Hayes, Adsertising Director
the validity of either side's cost claims, we
Dennis
Banes, Circulation Manager
nevertheless maintain that LD 913 should be
Jeff
Nk
.
Beebe,
Washington Bureau Chief
passed even if it ends up costing more - becau-.•
Nancy Osborne. Cartoonist. etc.
we know that establishment of a beverage
Thomas Dexter Morse. Assistant etc.
container recycling system now will save money
for Maine people in the long run, aside from the
The Maine Caws& is a semi weekly journal iif news.
Arts. and opinion published I uesdas s and Enda% s bs the
other benefits.
students of thc Unisersits ot Maine at Orono Editorial
Recycling is a word we are likely to see more
And business offict s arc located in lUls Lord Hall on the
and more of in the near future. It used to be in
Orono Lampus 'telephone (20'041 "S31
vogue when ecology was a hot topic a few years
Mail subscriptions within the sontinental t fitted States
arc S4 per sear or SS per semester Distribution to
ago. But we predict that more and more of man's
designated pick up points on the Orono and Bangor
products will be recycled, and soon. Not as a fad,
campuses is free
but out of necessity.
Letters to the editor should be addressed to Editor.
There are thousands of things that man could
Maker Campus. lOn lord Hall. Uniyersity of Maine.
Orono. Maine 044'1 Please limit all letters to SOO words
and should recycle—including paper, containers,
or less The Campos fCiverNe% the right to edit all
wrecked cars, trash and garbage (converted into
letters Please sign sour name and address, although

EDITORIAL)
glass (which is relatively cheapi, also are made of
aluminum, which is a very precious metal these
days. And, aluminum is going to become more
valuable in the coming decade, because as any
geologist or metallurgist can tell you. the world's
supply of aluminum is running out - fast.
Our society has already proven (in the past)
that is is capable of recycling beverage
containers. True, it's a minor hassle for the local
grocer and the distributors, but it's a hassle that
society must compel to take on once again.
Strictly from the consumer's point of view, it is
likely that the prices of beverages sold in
non-returnable containers will go up rapidly in
the future. anyway (due to increased scarcity of
materials), so if we're going to pay more, why
not pay more and get our containers recycled? In
this way. we will preserve our resources and in

thes will be withheld on request 1 nsigned letters will not
be published

letters
To the editor:
This letter is to inform your
readers of the case of Martin
Sostre who has been designated
a political prisoner of conscience by Amnesty International.
a non-partisan human rights
organization v.ith consulting
status with the United Nations.
Brother Martin did time in
the late fifties and early sixties
on charges of selling heroin In
1%2 he was released and he
mosed to Buffalo where he
began working at Bethlehem
Steel. In 1%5 he opened up a
book store in the ghetto which
specialized in books on Black
and third-world history.. socialism. national liberation and
other movements. Eventually
the book store became a center
for radical education in the
ghetto.
Then in 1967 the Buffalo
ghetto broke out in rebellion
During the several days of
rioting Martin kept his store
opened and helped brothers
and sisters who were escaping
from the police. Shortly after
this Martin was arrested and
charged with sale of heroin and
manufacture of explosives. The
second charge was eventually
dromied for lack of evidence
(The police had originally
claimed that they had found the
fixings for Molotov cocktails in
the boot store cellar. The fact
that they eventually dropped
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Free Martin Sostre!

this Lharge should be enough
consince anyone that the
Buffalo police
were out to
frame Brother Martin.)
Martin was tried and consicted of selling heroin and
sentenced to a term of from 30
to 41 years So far Martin has
served " years. five of which he
has spent in solitary confinement. Arto Williams. whose
testimony sent Martin to jail.
has since recanted his testimony claiming that
he was
promised his freedom (Williams
was under arrest for heroin
himself) if he would cooperate
with the police in framing
Sostre
Based on Williams'
affidavit Martin appealed his
conviction, asking for a new
trial. His sentence was immedlady reduced to 30 years from
41 but his appeal has just
recently been turned down.
Brother Martin is now 53 years
old so a 30 year sentence is
tantamount to a life sentence.
Martin's problems do not end
there. however. As I said
before, in the seven years that
Martin has already served five
of these years he has spent in
solitary confinement. Why'
Because Martin Sostre refuses
to submit to the dehumanization which his impnsoners are
trying to force on him Time
and time again Martin has
refused in submit to the
dehumanizing rectal examina-

tion in which the prisoner is
forced to allow guards to search
his asshole for hidden weapons.
For resisting Martin has been
brutally beaten mans times
oser the past sesen sears. In
the last assault upon him, at
which time he was shackled
hand and foot with no means of
resistance, Martin himself was
charged with assault on his
guards Martin was brought to
trial before an all-white jury in
March of this year and
consicted. He could receive a
life sentence, as this is his
third felony conviction, but, due
to pressure brought to bear
upon
the judge
by
his
supporters through
militant
court room demonstrations, the
judge has promised to give
Martin a maximum sentence of
sesen years to run concurrently
with his present sentence But
this is not good enough
Martin Sostre must be set
free'
Martin
Sostre's
struggle
should be an inspiration to all
freedom -loving people Against
impossible odds Martin has
been waging a courageous
fight, sirtually single-handed,
against those forces which
would turn us all into unfeeling.
bootlicking automatons. He has
been fighting but he cannot
continue forever He will surely
die in prison unless all those

people who hase not been
completely desensitized to the
sufferings of their fellow human
beings come to his aid: and.
indeed, to the aid of all the
political and politicized prisoners that fill the prisons of the
world.
On May 1 at -110 in the Coe
Lounge of the Memorial Union
c will be showing the film
"Frame Up". Evers one is
urged to come and find out
what they can do to help
political prisoners.
I would like to close this
letter with a message from

Brother Martin.
"I cannot submit to mjustices. e%en minor ones Once
one starts submitting to minor
imustites
and
rationalizing
them away, their accumulation
creates a mon. oppression
That is how entire peoples fell
into %lasers "

etc IC
and n
The
Vernt

FREE ist %RUN SOSTRE!
FREE ALL PRISONERS!
Mike Hargis
Martin Sostre Defense Corn.
Box 108
Orono
4

Gordon reviewed (again)
T

the editor:
Bill Gordon wrote in his
c,)mmentary ''Restdent5
of
*Cultural
Wasteland Missing
Out
that Rod
McKuen
should base changed one of his
poems to read: 'Maine. as
emphasized by its University of
Maine at Orono, is the world's
cu;tural cowbarn shitpile. Now
I ask you, is not that more
poetic
and
creative
than
anything McKuen might hope
t, create
The amazing thing about Bill
Gordon. the reason he is an
example to us all, is that he has
remained in 'this cultural

c(iwbarn shitpile of the
Fur four years he
has put up
with the smell, the piss in the
sewer, bothered by idiots. He
has no culture around hint, but
that has not made him leave his
home state, desert his friends.
no. He is still with us. Thank
Thanks to Bill's teachings, I
think I can now define culture.
It is hating a place so much that
you stay in it and call the
people around you 'a dumb
mass populace'

Ted Hutton
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UMO nine splits with UMass 12-3,6-0
crushed by Providence; defeat Bowdoin 4-2
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It
was a
busy
and
somewhat
disappointing weekend for the Maine
Bears last weekend as they split a
doubleheader with UMass on Saturday
and were bombed by Providence College
on Sunday. The Bears won the first game
with UMass 12-3 and dripped the
nightcap 6-0: Sunday's score was 14-4 in
favor of the Friars.
In Saturday's first game Burt Roberge
went nine innings in recording his third
win of the season as he gay e up three runs
on seven hits. The hitting stars for Maine
were Ed Flaherty and Russ Quetti who
had three hits apiece. The fifth inning was
the big one for Maine as they collected
five runs.

In the second game it was all Jeff
Reardon who blanked the Bears on just
four hits. The Minutemen came up with
three runs in the first and two runa in the
fifth off loser Rich Prior to pick up the
win.
In Sunday's game against Providence
College the Bears jumped off quickly
when they scored two runs in the first
inning as Jim Dumont whacked a homerun
with Kevin Goodhue on board. In the
second inning Tony Dibiase singled and

came home when Russ Quetti tripled.
Wayne Feigenbaum squeezed Quetti
home for Maine's final run of the
afternoon.
Maine was coasting along with the 4-0
advantage until the Friars exploded for
three runs in each of the middle frames.
Providence collected three runs in the
fourth on a three-run homer by Jim
Varrette and they made the score 6-4 in
the fifth on a blast by Barry Sullivan. And
for all intents and purposes they iced the

game in the sixth inning when they came
up with three more runs.
The only other scoring threat mounted
by Maine came in the third inning. With
base runners on second and third Ed
Flaherty ripped a hard line shot right back
at the Providence hurler who tossed to
third in time to pick off Kevin Goodhue to
complete a double-play and take Maine
out of the inning.
Jim Dumont continued to have a hot bat
for Maine as he slammed two doubles in
addition to his homerun.
Yesterday the Bears got back into the
win column with a close 4-2 decision over
a pesky Bowdoin team. Maine had
defeated the Polar Bears 8-1 in and earlier
contest.
With the victory Maine's overall record
jumped to 8-3-1 and the Bears are 3-2-1 in
Tanker Conference competition. They are
in action again today as they travel to
Colby.

Bears outrun
Vermont 89-64
The Maine Track team came away with
an 84-69 win over Vermont in a meet held
in the cold and rain last Saturday here in
Orono. Junior Eric Lammi, known to his
teammates as -the iron man,- was the
kes performer for Maine as he won two
events and placed second in a third.
La rn rn i set a new school outdoor record
Int he high jump with a leap of 6-6 3/4"
and took the long jump with a distance alf
20' 8 3/4". Lammi then came back to
finish second to teammate Dan Cochnine
in the triple jump.
Perhaps the top overall performer in the
meet was Vermont's outstanding weightman Mike Bilsza who won three
events—the discuss, shot put and hammer
throw. He set meet records in the hammer
and shot with throws of 171' 2%" and 49'
7 3 4- respectively. Barry Weith of the
Catamounts won two events as he upset
Gerrs Laflamme in the mile with a time of
4:23.' and the 880 in 1:57.9.
Mike Serars of Maine had a fine
afternoon as he won both the 100 and
220-sard dashes in the times i4 10.4
seconds and 22.6 seconds.
The win was the second in a row for
Maine this season as they had no trouble
defeating a weak Colby team last
Wednesday. The Bears racked up valuable
points in last Saturday•s meet be
sweeping the triple jump as Dan
Cochrance yyon with a jump i 4 4?
the 100-yard dash and taking both the 440
and mile relays.
lie othermeet record was set by
Vermont's Mike Berry with a time tif
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9:28.' in the two-mile run. Gem.
Laflamme and Cohn Campbell finished
se,,nrid and third fiir the Bears in the raLe.
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Classifieds
LEARN 'lost art' PIANO TUNING To deepen perception or earn $'s.
method
approved
Bach
Study
learned from a Paderew ski tuner 60
years ago: still tuning for Unis'y.
Opera. TV artists. et al.
write
for FREE BROCHURE
HARVARD ('. KITCHEN. Fine Arts
Tuner Drawer 20168. Tallahassee.
Fla. Zip 32304.
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UNIVERSITY

OVERSEAS JOBS: Australia. Europe. S. America. Africa. Students
all professions and occupations S100
to S3000 monthly. Expenses paid,
overtime. sightseeing. Free inforRE
TRANSWORLD
mation.
SEARCH. Dept. J3, Box 603, Corte
Madera, Calif. 94925.
SHAWN'S GOLDEN PHOEBE
DUNCAN
MCTAVISH
and
LADD are pleased to announce
the arrival of 8 healthy AKC reg.
puppies, on March 5. 1975
Ready to go—call Claudia at
866-4025

FREE SCHOOL OF OUTDOOR
SKILLS!
Learn
the
haste
backpacking and trail skills; two
sessions June 2-7, Aug 25-30
Limited
to
20!
for
Write
applications IBA. P 0
Box
85-MC, Lincoln Center. Maine
04458.
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OPPORTUNITY, spare time, earn
up to SI(X) weekly in your home
addressing urculars! List of firms
with offers s'ont for just $200!
Guaranteed!. W.G. Smith Enter.
prises. Box 561-CQ, Sunnyvale.
Calif. 44088.
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"It's my kind of film.
Booze, broads, car chases,
corruption and revenge — all
the things that make life
worthwhile"
.4

BURT REYNOLDS
WHITE
LIGHTNING
24 MK 1112. 827.7216

MALL
DAM'7100 &

4111

ACADEMY
AWARD WINNER
13-EST ACTOR ART CARNE'Y

ft eb

IGINAL,
DELIGHTFUL AND
CONSISTENTLY
SURPRISING."
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University seeks
building funds
Rep. Stephen Hughes (D-Auburn) has
filed emergency. bill LD1324 in the
legislature
allocating
$2528000
to the University ot Maine tor capital
construction and improvements. He has
also filed another bill (ID 1341) which
would issue bonds in the amount of
Sb.500.000. after approy al by referendum.
for construction and alterations on the
Portland-Gorham. Farmington and Augusta campuses.
The request represents only- part of the
university's original request for S17.825.0
00 %%filch the uniyersity included in its
budget for next year.
"The trustees decided not to ask for the
full amount." Herb Fow le. %ice chancelhir
for business and financial affairs said.
"since it was apparent they weren•t going
to get it •• The trustees. Foss le added. are
breaking the capital construction budget
requests into several parts, the first of
which arc LD's 1341 and 1342
•if we get these." Fowle said. •• then
we will begin forming requests for the
remainder of the construction budget."
The original budget was classified into
three •prionty• categories: prionty one.
Suplemental Funding fir Projects Presiously Approyed; priority two. Minor
Alterations and
Improy ements; and
pnonty three. Major Capital Construction

Projects. The first two priority: categories
are included in LD 1342. the emergency
legislation. The bill states that the
legislation is an emergency since sonic
expenses "will become due and payable
on or immediately after July. I. 19'5." Any
legislation not designated as "emergency" does not go into effect until 90 days
after the adjournment of the legislature.
which may not be until fall.
D 1341 is an appropriation by bond
issue, to pay for three "prionty three"
projects. Since they were giy en the honest
priority.. they are included in a separate
bill. which will not go into effect, if
passed. until approyed by referendum.
Both bills will be reviewed by the
Appropriathins and Financial Affairs
Committee at a public hearing tomorrow
at 1:30 p.m. in Room 228 of the State
Office Building in Augusta.
Monies from the emergency legislation
would he distributed among yanou,
specified projects at the UM campuses. At
Orono. S350.000 is needed to complete the
third floor if the new English -Math
Building and furnish it with equipment.
Also for the Orono campus are $100000
for a small aminial facility. $50000 for
office alteration,. S50.000 for renosation
teaching labs. and S40.000 for MPBN to
make sonic alteratiiins at as facilities in
Alumni Hall

Returnable containers act heats up Augusta
0c-unarmed freer page orre0
annual malt beverage sales at about 200 million units in
non-returnables. If Maine wholesalers experienced the
same cost increases as those in Vermont. we could
estimate an additional $25000000 to be passed along to
consumers annually.
"Adoption of the bill will mean more jobs for Maine
people." contends the Maine Citizens for Returnable
Containers. "The trend to throw away bottles brought
with it the centralization of beyerage bottling in Maine.
The number of Maine bottles dropped drastically from
bb to 23 between 1950 and 19-3. In 1960 there were 585
jobs—in 19'0 this had declined to only 358 workers. Our
bill would help halt this trend by making local bottling
more economically attractive and by increasing
employment in retail stores. The experience in Oregon
showed that employment did indeed increase in these
areas. Since Maine has no container manufacturers, no
decrease in Maine jobs would result from decreased
container production "

Predictably. the CAC report contends that Maine's
economy would be negatively affected by LD 913,
claiming that '• residents located near the border may
shift their buying patterns out of state, thereby hurting
border merchants. Experience shows total sales for
these merchants fall, not just beverage sales. Retailers
along the Vermont borders (especially the Vermont-New
Hampshire border) have been paticularly hard hit.
Small bottlers find it difficult to compete in a
returnable-only environoment. Some brands may no
longer be sold in the state. Vermont and Oregon both
found fewer brands sold in their state after a ban. The
net results of these factors are a redaction' at tax

reyenues, a loss 44 some business for in-state retailers,
and a reduction in the vigor and yanety of competion."
The Consumer's Adsisory Council also claims that
Maine could lose an estimated S5-3.000 in tax reyenues
due to the bill.
The concept of energy savings. via a returnable
system. is another area if debate inherent in LD 913.
The Consumer's Advisory Council noted in their report
"In Maine specifically. bottling industry officials believe
use of all returnable beverage containers could..,increase the use of energy. The non-returnable bottles
now being filled in Maine are rinsed in cold water using
no heat and the minimum of electricity to run the
automatic. rinser. Converting those bottles to returnable
bottles would require more electricity to run, as well as
requiring the heating of water to wash the bottles
with." The CAC also contends that to effectively
transport the returnables back to the manuafacturer,
delisery trucks will hase to make between ,ine•third and
•inc-half more trips, using more gasoline.
Quoting from an Environmental Protection Agency
iEPA) report. Maine Citizens for Returnable Containers
claims "the equivalent of 90.000 to 150.000 barrels of oil
per
day
could
be
say ed
by
changing
to

returnable refillable container use in the United States
Naturally, since we are talking about only Maine
adopting this system, the energy sayings would be
reduced correspondingly It is also true that because of
long trasel distances, some additional energy would be
spent in transporting returnables back to the bottlers.
The addlitonal energy needed to return bottles was,
howeser, included in the EPA calculation. The EPA
studs also states *niost of the energy consumed for the
manufacturing if the containers, and packaging and
distributing the beserages. .is for manufacturing the
c,.ntainer .•••
MCR(' also claims. "tieserage containers are about t4
per cent if ordinary home trash and oyer 4 per cent of
all municipal waste. Tie Enstronmental Protection
Agency has estimated that national savings in solid
waste disposal could he as high as $93 million if a
countryowide returnable refillable system was introduced. Industrs figures for Maine alone concede a

savings of at least $1,520,000 each year t
municipalities.'•
The Consumer's Advisory Council claims that
Ld
913s positive features would saye the state $1.31200
0
($1.520.000 for solid waste sayings and $160.000 for
litter collection savings) but the bill's negative
aspects
would cost Maine $14,020,000 in wholesale handling
costs. and $3.600,000 in deposit losses: to Maine
consumer's) and another 1573.000 in lost tax revenues,ci

